BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
In the notes that follow I have not listed all the sources I have used in this book
or have I compiled a reference bibliography for the research scholar. Instead, I have
led to provide a handy guide to recent books in English (many of which have been
ublished or reissued in paperback since 1960) that are readable, available, and related
) the major themes of traditional and modern civilization building. I have therefore
ot included much of value to the history of education in older, monographic,
sriodical, unpublished, or textbook sources. I have, however, concentrated on works
f serious scholarship which are based upon primary source materials, which range
:ross the social sciences, humanities, history, and education, and which stress the
sneral ideas that lead to seasoned judgments of interpretation and policy.
PREFACE
evisionism in Historical Writing Several volumes that point to the need for reinter-
retation in history are: Werner Cahnman and Alvin Boskoff (eds.)? Sociology and
'istory: Theory and Research, Free Press, New York, 1964; John Higham et aL,
'istory, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1965; John Higham (ed.), The Recon-
ruction of American History, Harper Torchbooks, New York, 1962; and Edward N.
aveth (ed.), American History and the Social Sciences, Free Press, New York, 1964.
nfortunately, these volumes pay little or no attention to the history of education,
ne symposium that does is "Historical Studies Today," Daedalus, vol. 100, no. 1,
rinter, 1971. In this publication John E. Talbott deals with the history of education.
The case for revisionism in the history of American education was set forth in
le early 1960s: by Bernard Bailyn in his Education in the Forming of American
iciety, University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1960; in a series of articles on
lucation and American history in Harvard Educational Review, vol. 31, Spring, 1961;
/ Lawrence A. Cremin, The Wonderful World of Ellwood Patterson Cubberley: An
way on the Historiography of American Education, Bureau of Publications, Teachers
ollege, New York, 1965; and by William W. Brickman, "Revisionism and the Study
F the History of Education," History of Education Quarterly, vol. 4, no. 4, pp.
39-233, December 1964.
The scholarly revisionists argued that the writing of educational history had been
>o narrowly professional and institutional, too parochial, too anachronistic, and too
rangelistic in its approach. Predictably, the revisionists themselves were soon to be
>vised by a more radical approach. See, for example, Michael B. Katz, Class, Bureau-
-acy, and the Schools: The Illusion of Educational Change in America, Praeger, New
ork, 1971 and Colin Greer, The Great School Legend; a Revisionist Interpretation of
merican Public Education, Basic Books, New York, 1972. Still more radical were
lose critics who found organized education itself a socially and personally injurious
.stitution. Among these were: Ivan Illich, Deschooling Society, Harper & Row, New
ork, 1970; Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Herder and Herder, New York,
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